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Abstract 
This paper presents the release system of real-time-price oriented to smart meters, which includes fixing, transmission 
and distribution of real-time-price. With the interactive of smart meters and remote high-speed communication 
technology, the system implements two-way communication between real-time-price information of power supply 
enterprises and electricity utilization information of users. Through an interactive terminal, the users are guided to 
save electricity. The system has important meaning for the information construction of smart grid and the 
management of demand side. 
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1. Introduction 
At present, energy conservation, green energy and sustainable development have become the focus of 
national attention[1]. The concept of smart grid arises at the historic moment and becomes the hot spot of 
research and discussion in global power industries. As one of the main features and construct goals of 
smart grid, the information interaction encourages electricity users to change the traditional way of using 
electricity and involve in grid operation actively. Electricity utilization patterns which are adjusted by the 
real-time-price have great significance in energy conservation and low-carbon economy[2-4]. Through the 
changes of price, the users are guided and inspired to consciously adjust their time of using electricity and 
demand of electricity load according to real time network load conditions. In this way economic 
efficiency will be improved and electricity resources will be optimal allocated. With the rapid progress of 
communication and information technologies as well as promoted by smart grid construction, smart 
meters as important basis of smart grid devices, the information technology, automation and interaction of 
them have been further developed which make technical preparations for the purpose of real-time price. 
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2. Functions of smart meters 
Compared with traditional meters, more important data could be measured and stored by smart meters 
besides the certain accuracy of the energy measurement. The functions of smart meters are more powerful. 
For example, the meter data with time mark can be saved at any time, various types of energy and power 
data which is based on pre-set time interval would be measured and stored, support real-time or time-
sharing price and demand side management. These conditions satisfy the request of the energy 
measurement under real-time price. 
With two-way interactive function, built-in communication module in smart meters can be used as 
gateway between the power supply enterprises and the interactive installation of the users. The 
information of electric utilization can be examined in real time and the price signal from the power supply 
enterprises can be received by electricity users[5].Thus the two-way communication between power 
supply enterprises and electric users comes true. When real-time-price is implemented in power grid, real-
time-price information from energy supply enterprises is delivered to the users through smart meters. 
Based on the real-time-price information the users rational use the power. The information which the 
users interested can be delivered through smart meters or other way, including power interruption 
notification, electricity utilization information which is published regularly. In this way the real-time 
electricity utilization situation will be controlled. Through smart meters the recent electricity utilization 
program of Large Power End-user can be uploaded to the power supply enterprise. Then the accurate 
forecasting in power supply enterprise will be made and economic efficiency of grid operation will 
increase [6].
3. Real-time-price 
Real-time-price means that the quantity of electricity utilization priced by each scheduled time interval, 
it is the further development of power market reform which are gradual implemented from TOU(time of 
using) electricity price, seasonal tariffs to interruptible tariffs and other pricing method. A key factor of 
implement real-time-price is notice in advance. Only the price which will be implemented is early 
announced power supply enterprises, the users could adjust their behavior of electricity using by this price 
signals. The degree of real-time-price is determined by the length of the time has been advanced. If the 
time advanced long enough, this kind of price is long-term invariable price, just as the traditional price. If 
the time advanced for certain seasons, this kind of price is valley electricity price, abundant dry electricity 
price or seasonal electricity price. If time advanced in one day-long, the price is defined as the real-time-
price. Even more real-time includes “priced an hour ago” and “priced a half hour ago”[7-8].Shorten the 
advanced time have a higher request for the response capacity, technology support, electricity 
measurement, information communication and other aspects of power supply enterprises and users. 
4. Release system of real-time-price oriented to smart meters 
4.1 The components on release system of real-time-price  
Release system of real-time-price sets the price strategy through information collection, load 
forecasting and marketing management combines information of supply and generate, and then releases 
the information including real-time-price interested by users to smart meters. The information of real-
time-price is displayed on the indoor interactive terminal through smart meters which as the gateway 
between power supply enterprises and users. In addition the public communication network can be used 
to notify the user, based the real-time price promoting users to change the strategy of using power[9].
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4.2 Strategy of real-time-price 
The ideal electricity price form mechanism should be: based on supply and demand conditions as well 
as the clean energy proportion in electric supply, the power supply enterprises formulate and release 
electricity in real-time. Then adjust the demand of power users through price leverage to achieve ideal 
power load demand. In order to prevent too much price categories, too granular price causes power users 
response to fatigue and huge correspondence data quantity measurement. The power supply enterprises 
only need to forecast power load demand in the future 24h and then formulate electricity price strategy 
according to generation information in power plant and price policy[10].The date time interval division of 
this kind electricity price strategy has pertinence and then notify users through the release system of real-
time-price. Intelligent adjustment of the power load is achieved. 
In order to guarantee the basic electricity using right of users, the power supply enterprises, unifying 
the domestic and foreign real-time price policy, assign a cardinal number of electricity using which is 
equal to the user’s normal using electricity level according to user's electricity using history. Then figure 
out the user’s electrical expenditure according to this electricity consumption cardinal number and the 
current electricity price level. The ladders electricity price which our country carries out step by step is 
adopt this kind strategy. When the electric power supply tends tense and the real-time-price rises, if the 
actual electricity consumption of users surpasses its cardinal number of electricity using then the surpass 
part charges according to the real-time-price, if the user can control its actual electricity using in the 
cardinal number then could enjoy the “discount” which correspond the quantity with saves[11], i.e., under 
this way of form price, saving energy in the peak interval creates value for the users. The users purchase 
power from the power supply enterprises by the low cardinal number price then sell the save part to the 
power supply enterprises by the high real-time-price, thus obtain the price margin between them. 
Obviously, this method can encourage the power users economize on electricity in peak interval. 
4.3 High-speed real-time remote communication 
The high-speed real-time remote communication is the key technology for smart grid and the main 
bottleneck in the development of the real-time-price release system. The major function of remote 
channel is: The upward channel is used in transmitting the information of electricity using in smart meters 
and the interactive terminal. The downward channel is used in releasing the electricity price date time 
interval division strategy formulated by power supply enterprises. The high speed real-time 
communication disposes nimbly unified the provincial economy level of development to meets the 
systems operation needs. 
For the newly built court and the conditional communities or users, the large capacity fiber optic 
communication network could satisfy the transmission of electric information collection and interaction. 
For the lines which have been operated can use strongly anti-jamming wireless communication 
technology and the wireless-grouped network technology as well as micro-power wireless communication 
mode which including Zigbee, can also draw support from the public network correspondence based on 
the pronunciation, the data and the video. For the unconditional area, the power supply enterprises can 
consider the power line carrier. All communication modes must have the function of collating time based 
on the WAN synchronized clock, guarantee synchronous in the information of collection such as the 
important nodes load and power. Besides, carry on the safe encryption to the transmission information. 
Next-generation public communication modes such as Triple Play and 3G provide a good platform for 
power supply enterprises releasing information. Triple Play refers to the telecommunication network, 
computer network and cable television network can provide integrated multimedia communication 
services including voice, data and images through technological innovation. Triple Play oriented to HFC 
(hybrid fiber coaxial cable network) network is the most suitable solution[12-13].Triple Play with wide 
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spread could significantly reduce the basic input and maintenance cost. The real-time-price can be 
published by TV, computers, cell phones and information telephone then the information overall cover 
power users. 
4.4 Interactive terminal 
Indoor interactive terminal is the visual interactive platform between power supply enterprises and 
users. It extends to home users through the network of information collection system. Smart meters or 
collectors as gateway, through the power line carrier channel, provide the information of users care about 
to the household display terminals which are directly connected to electric circuit, such as the strategy of 
time division which the users are running on currently, specific price and the current surplus electricity 
bill; notification of power interruption, payment notices, etc[14].
Through the simple operation, the users inquire the history record of electricity using, the history 
record of paying fee and so on by the interactive terminal. At the same time, the interactive terminal also 
provides the information service for the intelligent community monitoring, security and alarming signals, 
the intelligent electrical appliances control, the integration of water/electricity/gas and so on. 
4.5 Release system of real-time-price flow chart 
The informationization is the foundation of real-time-price release system. The information flow chart 
of real-time-price release system is shown as Figure 1, the interval time accounting to be more accurate 
using the real-time data gathered by electricity information collection system, enhances enthusiasm of 
user response. Through the load prediction, the power supply information, the electricity generate 
information, the power supply enterprises formulate electricity price strategy which has strong pertinence. 
Then through the release system of real-time-price directly oriented to smart meters and users, enhance 
the real time characteristic of demand side response. 
4.6 Real-time-price information releasing on multi-platform 
The architecture of real-time-price information releasing on multi-platform is shown as Figure 2.Smart 
meters with two-way communication function support real-time meter reading, remote access and 
breaking, equipment interference and stealing surveillance. Draw support from the existing electricity 
information collection system, real-time-price will be released to smart meters. Electricity information 
collection system has been widely used in the power supply enterprises, the means of communication are 
varied to suit the complexity of urban residential customers, including power line carrier communications, 
GPRS, CDMA and other technologies. But at the present stage smart meters instrument install outside of 
users which limit the users examine the electricity price promptly. A solution for real-time-price releasing 
is that install interactive terminals in the household and smart meters as the communication gateway 
between power supply enterprises and users. Through the communication module and the display module, 
the interactive terminal real-time receives price information and electricity using information which the 
users are interested in, and through unified with intelligent community functions such as entrance security 
and alarming control system, intelligent home appliance control, provides more convenient services for 
the users. This way has the vital significance to the construction of intelligent community, but has 
difficulty to promote massively. 
The service information of Cable TV covers news, government affairs, life, inquiry and serve five 
major parts, which makes the television to be a richly, prompt and interactive family information service 
terminal. 
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The power supply enterprises cooperate with the broadcast television enterprises. Integrate the real-
time-price information to the information service, and real-time release with the support of the cable TV 
network. In this way do not need the technological transformations, the cost to be low and the coverage is 
broad. However, this way needs the users to examine on their own initiative so that the users may miss 
some instant information like power interrupt notice and so on, cannot adjust the electricity strategy 
promptly. Moreover the way of the information release with cable TV belongs to the way of point to 
multipoint. If want to make user’s individual information release point to point, that needs the support in 
technical.
Makes the promotion transformation to the power supply enterprises website marketing service unit, 
joins the function of the real-time-price releasing and electricity using information inquiry. It will raise 
the service level of power supply enterprises. Through the electric power SMS system, transmits the real-
time-price information to mobile telephone or information telephone on fixed network. Thereby real-time 
release electricity price information, the power interrupt notice and the payment urge notice and so on. 
This way convenient, quick, high efficiency and the difficulty of technology development will not be high. 
5. Conclusion and Outlook 
The release system of real-time-price oriented to smart meters constructs friendly and visible 
interactive platform with power users by means of the network of electricity information collection 
system, realizes more functions such as two-way communication of electricity using and real-time-price, 
accounting multi-rate and interval-time. But the most vital significance of this system is driving the users 
initiative change electricity using strategy, reasonable arrangement electricity in the load peak, thus 
enables the power supply enterprises to obtain the stable load, guarantee safety in production. The 
development of smart meters technology and high-speed service technology make important meaning to 
the construction of electrical power system and the response of the demand side. Positively carrying on 
the scientific innovation to take the truly real-time-price to general power users. 
The development direction of smart meters will be modulation, multi-function which makes the meters 
promote more safe and reliable. Realize the intelligent control to the electricity load through smart meters. 
For example, automatic control washer and air-condition breaks according to the real-time price. Thus 
enables the response of user side to be intellectualize. That will be the future research direction of smart 
meter. The remote high-speed communication technology is also the key for real-time-price releasing, and 
the real-time-price releasing on multi-plant which with the support of Triple Play needs further research. 
Meanwhile the correspondence speed and anti-jamming ability of power line communication do not meet 
the systematic need, so it is needed to find a new modulation demodulation way to realize high-speed and 
reliable power line correspondence.  
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Figure 1. Information flow chart of real-time-price release system 
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Figure 2. Architecture of real-time-price information releasing on multi-platform 
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